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THE EFFECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
As the world of the internet reaches new heights, it has
given birth to a new generation where communication
and social interaction has become the norm of society
and has radically altered our daily lives. Nevertheless,
with each new advancement in technology, we face
new questions and new challenges. WhatsApp, Twitter,
Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Linkedln, Pinterest, and
the list goes on. It is an apparent truth that no one can
deny; each second of our life is slowly being engulfed
into this virtual world. Whether it is at home, at school
or at work, countless hours are spent daily on these
social networks, but many are unaware of the negative
effects these social networks have on our lives:

they actually are because of using misrepresentation and
expression of superficial qualities.
Poor Academic Performance: As a result of spending countless hours on social networks, students have
shown a decline in academic performance. Many spend
their time constantly checking their phones for updates
in their social circles.

Less Privacy: Since the internet does not involve face to
face communication, people are more open to posting
information about their private lives while leaving this
information open for all those to see who have access to
their user page. We are busy updating our statuses, folWasting of Time: An average person spends two to lowing unending conversations, and rifling through vidthree hours per day on social networking websites. eos posted by our so-called heroes.
This means that each person spends approximately five
years of their life on social media websites. Furthermore, MANY HOURS GO BY AS WE LOSE OUR TIME AND WASTE
many people spend long nights chatting away on these AWAY OUR LIFE IN FRONT OF OUR DIGITAL DEVICES.
websites leaving themselves completely
deprived of sleep.
How can we be satisfied with a life revolving around the
life experiences of others? It is our duty to value our time
Addiction: Studies show that people show signs of ad- before time itself becomes the cause for our loss.
diction where they feel a need to post something on
their pages or constantly check the posts of others.
Allah says in the Quran: “I swear by time, man is in a state
of loss indeed, except those who believed and did rightIsolation: How often do you find a group of friends sit- eous deeds” {Quran, al Asr,1-3} [Article: www.daruliftaa.net]
ting next to each other while each one of them are busy
with their phones? Studies show that social media has
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Decreased Productivity: With the invention of social
media websites, companies and businesses have found
their employees spending less time working and more
time on social networks. Nucleus Research reported
that Facebook shaves 1.5% off office productivity while
Morse claimed that British companies lost 2.2 billion a
year to the social phenomenon.
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Question:
I know that men aren’t allowed
wearing gold but is it ok if they
wear platinum?
Answer:
It is not permissible for males
to use rings of any metal, gold,
platinum, etc. However, a silver
ring equivalent to 4.5 Mashas
(67.5 grains troy - approximately 4.374 g) is permissible. [Ah-

sanul Fatawa 335/5, Hindiyyah; 335/5
– Fikr]

Question:
Is it allowed to shave the hair
when a relative has passed
away?
Answer:
To mourn the death of a person by shaving the hair was the
practice of the pre-Islamic era.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi
Wasallam) prohibited the practice. [Sahih Bukhari 2/81 – Tauq An
Najah, Baihaqi]

Question:
Is it considered bad to pray with
your eyes closed? I can concentrate more easily with my eyes
closed but many people say it is
the way the Jews pray.
Answer:
It is Makrooh (reprehensible)
to close the eyes during Salaat

unless it is for concentration. In
order to concentrate in Salaat,
one may semi-close the eyes.

Question:
During my pregnancy visits,
my doctor checks by inserting
her fingers in. Will a Ghusl be
fardh (compulsory)?

Question:
I work with non-Muslims and
all the employees in our company are non-Muslims. During lunch break, I warm up my
food (lunch) in the same microwave oven that everybody
uses. I’m sure some of them
eat pork and it is quite possible
that some of the vapours of the
food containing pork may be
left behind after they use the
microwave. I usually keep the
microwave door open for some
time so that all the vapours
are removed from the microwave. Please let me know if I it
is alright to use the microwave
oven for warming up my food.

Answer:
The internal check up by a gynaecologist does not invalidate
the ghusl. It invalidates only
the wudhu. [Ahsanul Fatawa 2/26

[Raddul Muhtar; 1/645 – Dar Al Fikr, Kifayatul Mufti; 430/3 – Isha’at]

Answer:
It is permissible to share a microwave with non-Muslims. It is
advisable to wipe the oven before using it as there is a possibility of remnants of non-halal
food contaminating your food.
You may consider cleaning the
microwave regularly and covering your food.

– MH Saeed, Raddul Muhtar; 1/166 –
Dar Al Fikr]

Question:
A father wants his children to
inherit equally. He is being advised by legal experts to put his
assets in a Special Trust making
his children equal beneficiaries. Is this permissible?
Answer:
The Shar’i laws of inheritance
only take effect upon death.
The son’s share is twice the
share of the daughter. This is
expressly stated in the Quran:
“For the male is (the share)
equivalent of two females”
(Qur’an 4:11). It is incorrect to
set up a trust which will have
the effect of negating the Shar’i
laws on inheritance, in the form
that males and females will receive equally. The trust must be
designed according to the Shariah laws of Inheritance.

“A LLA H D O E S N OT LO O K AT YO UR A PPEA R A NC E OR YOUR P OSSE SSION S; BUT HE LOOKS AT YOUR HE ART AN D YOUR DE E DS.” [M U SL I M ]

He may consider gifting the
children his wealth equally in
his lifetime.
Question:
I didn’t have knowledge about
VAT payments that is was due.
I received a notice from MRA
about the outstanding VAT and
they have charged penalty and
interest. I know interest dealing
in anyway is not permissible.
I need your advice on how to
deal with this. I have tried my
best not to pay them interest
but they have refused to do so.
I feel like there is no option part
from paying them the interest
they are asking for.
My question is that I have a
supplier who I paid money in
advance and he didn’t deliver the goods until now. Their
company policy is to pay interest if they haven’t delivered
the goods in time. So can I take
interest from them and settle it
with the interest of MRA.
Answer:
If you have exhausted all means
to avoid the payment of interest and there is no possible alternative, we advise that you
make a committed effort to repay the debt immediately and
continue seeking repentance
until the debt is paid off. We
advise to pay your VAT timeously to avoid paying interest
in future. It is not permissible
for you to accept the interest
from the company in reference
and offset it with MRA. [Imdad Al
Ahkam 484/3 – Maktaba DU Karachi,
Sharh Qawaid Al Fiqhiyyah 215
– Al Qalam]

Question:
Who will receive a more severe
punishment in the hereafter?
a) a habitual drinker or
b) one who is not a drinker but
involved in the sale of alcohol?

and needy without any intention of reward.

Answer:
Both a habitual drinker and a
person involved in the sale of alcohol are involved in major sin.
The question and comparison
should not be about which sin
or punishment is greater and
severe than the other. Rather,
we should abstain from all sins
and obey the commands of Allah Ta’ala and Rasulullah (Sallalahu alayhi wasallam).

Answer:
If one is naturally inclined to
eating vegetarian dishes or
vegetarian dishes agree with
one’s diet or health and one
does not regard meat etc to
be Haram and does not regard
being a vegetarian only to be
rewardable, then it would be
permissible.

“The Messenger of Allah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) cursed
ten involved in wine: The one
who presses (squeezes grapes
etc.) it, the one who has it
pressed, its drinker, its carrier,
and the one it is carried to, its
server, its seller, the consumption of its price, the one who
purchases it and the one it was
purchased for.” [Tirmidhi]
Question:
Txn Id:ER191116.0856.H93855.
Dear Customer, you have recieved MK 1412.29 from AIRTEL MONEY TRUST INTEREST. Your available balance is
MK45787.29. Personal account
Is the above money termed as
‘interest’ permissible to use?
Answer:
The amount given by Airtel as
interest quarterly is not permissible to use.
Amounts accumulated as interest should be given to the poor

Question:
Is a Muslim allowed to be a
vegetarian?

Question:
Can I keep my son name “Huraira”?
Answer:
Huraira means kitten. A Sahaabi was named Abu Huraira
(father of a kitten) by Rasulullah sallallahu alaihi wasallam.
Huraira is a suitable name for
a boy. However, it is better and
advisable to keep the name
Abu Huraira.
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“N ON E O F YO U W IL L HAV E T RUE FA I T H T I L L HE W I S H E S FOR HIS (MUSLIM) BROTHE R WHAT H E LIKE S FOR H IMSE LF.” [BU K HARI ]

ASK

ALLAH ALONE
Sulaimaan bin Ayyoob (Rahimahullah) reports:
There was once a man who came to a governor to ask for his help. However, when he arrived at the governor’s house,
he was surprised to find him in sajdah, imploring Allah in du‘aa. On seeing the powerful governor begging Allah
Ta‘ala, he remarked, “When this man requires someone else for assistance, then how can I turn to him for assistance?
Why do I not present my needs before the One besides whom no one else can fulfil my needs.”
It so happened that the governor overheard his remark. Hence, when he lifted his head (from sajdah), he instructed his
attendants, “Bring the man to me.” When the man was brought into his presence, he instructed, “Give him ten thousand.” He then addressed the man and said, “That Being alone gave this to you whom I was imploring in sajdah, and
to whom you resorted and returned.”
Sulaimaan bin Ayyoob (Rahimahullah) reports:
There was once a man who fell into a well without anyone being aware of his whereabouts. When he saw that he had
no means to escape the well, he raised his head to the sky and made the following du‘aa, “O that Being, from whose
throne to the lowest earth, and throughout the most vast oceans there is no other deity, You can see my predicament,
so make a way for me to escape this difficulty.” (As soon as he made this du‘aa, Allah assisted him, and) he suddenly
found himself on the surface, out of the well. (‘Uyoonul Hikaayaat pg. 435)
Lessons:
1. This world is a place of means, however the means can only be effective if Allah Ta‘ala allows it to be effective. Hence,
before turning to the means, we must perform two rakaats of salaah and turn to Allah Ta‘ala in du‘aa.
It should never be that we turn to Allah Ta‘ala last, after exhausting every means and avenue. For example,
when one is ill, then before taking medication, he should make du‘aa to Allah Ta‘ala for cure, and should bear
in mind that ONLY Allah can make the medication produce the desired effect.
2. Just as Allah can assist one through the means, as in the first incident, where Allah gave the man money via the
governor, Allah can also assist without means. Hence, in the second incident, even though there was no physical
means available for his escape, Allah assisted him and removed him from the well. Thus, we should never despair
of the mercy of Allah Ta‘ala – even if the entire world gives up and tells us that there is no hope for us.

His focus is a safe journey for the Akhirah.
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An Allah concious person does not justify his wrongs.
He sincerely accepts his wrongs & courageously seeks
forgiveness from his victims.
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